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APPLICATIONS OF SYSTEMS ANALYSIS TO URBAN FIRE PROTECTION

Arthur Swersey

The New York City Rand Institute
545 Madison Avenue
New York, New York

RESEARCH OVERVIEW

Since the spring of 1968, the staff at The New York City-Rand

Institute have been conducting fire protection research in association

with the Fire Department of the City of New York.

To begin, let us look at the sequence of events that take place

after a fire occurs. After some time, the fire is detected and an

alarm is turned in to the borough Fire Department Communications Office.

The alarm is processed and units are directed to respond to the alarm;

some time later these units arrive; and fin.lly, the fire is extir-

guished and the units return to service.

The primary objective of the Department is to minimizc, loss of

life and property. In order to do so, an attempt is made to first

prevent fires, and then given the occurrence of a fire, to reduce the

time between occurrence and extinguishment. The latter may be accom-

plished in several ways, each alternative an attempt to decrease one

of the intervals in the process described above.

Our research falls into several areas. The first two are concerned

with the demand for fire protection. One of these, Incidence Analysis,

uses historical data to develop statistical forecasting models, which

are needed as input to our deployment models and are useful for long-

range planning. The other. Origins of Fire Demand, builds on the

incidence work in an attempt to determine the causes of the tremendous
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increase in demand and to develop programs for the reduction of fire

incidence.

A third area of research has been New Technology. One example

of staff work in that area concerns the interval between fire occur-

rence and detection. An analysis has been performed of the engineering

and economic feasibility of the widespread use in residences of automatic

devices which react to heat or smoke and signal an alarm. Although the

total cost of such a system would be high, the potential benefits of

the system are great.

Once an alarm is received by the appropriate borough Communica-

tions office, some time may elapse (especially during busy periods)

before units are directed to respond. Thus, a more efficient operation

of these centers can contribute to lowering the time it takes for units

to arrive at the scene of a fire. Considerable research effort has

gone into this area of Communications, and our results are described

in a later section.

Decisions which affect the time between when units are dispatched

and when they arrive are part of the Deployment problem. In the past,

the response times of units to fires was mainly a function of the

spatial distribution of fire houses. However, recently, with the

increase in demand, the problem has become a complicated one of

decision-making under uncertainty. Our major research effort has

been in Deployment and some examples of the work are given later.

Improved technology is a means of extinguishing fires more rapidly.

The benefits derived are twofold: a reduction in the losses due to

fires, and a faster return of units into service. An example of our

work in this area within the general research category of New Tech-

nology is the development of rapid water [1]. Rapid water results from

a chemical called polyox being injected into the hose stream in minute

quantities. The polyox reduces the turbulence of the flow and thereby

results in a 70 percent increase in the flow and a doubling of the

reach of the stream at the same pumping pressure. The value of rapid

water derives from the use of smaller and lighter hoses for fire-
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fighting which, with polyox, can delivet as much water as heavier,

less mobile hoses.

Several elements of our research have served as input to our

system definition of a computer-based Management Information and

Control System. Building on the work in Incidence Analysis, Communica-

tions, and Deployment, the computerized system will serve as a vehicle

for our research results.

THE NEED FOR RESEARCH

The need for urban fire research, particularly in New York City,

.s accelerated by both the tremendous increase in demand for service,

and a concomitant increase in cost. The number of incidents has risen

exponentially--increasing from 66,000 in 1956 to over 2,0,000 in 1970.

As a result, there has been an increase in the workload of fire

companies. For example, one fire company in the Bronx responded

approximately 9,000 times in 1969, an average of about 1 response per

hour. Since demand varies by both time of day and time of year, the

figure is considerably higher during summer evenings. In addition,

demand varies geographically--increasing fire incidence (along with

other indicators) reflecting the decay of a neighborhood. Thus, in

New York City at least, the picture of the fireman sitting around

playing checkers is no longer a very accurate one.

Department operating expenses have increased from $99 million in

fiscal year 1957-58 to $311 million in fiscal year 1970-71 with m.n-

power costs accounting for over 90 percent of the total expenses.

THE DEPLOYIIENT PROBLEM

Definition

The deployment problem is one of allocation of resources to meet

demand for service. These resources consist of approximately 375 fire-

fighting units--the basic types being engine companies and ladder

companies.
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There are two types of tactical deployment decisions: dispatch

"decisions and relocation decisions. The former decision is how many

and which units to dispatch to a particular ih~cident. If the incident

is a new one, we call the decision the initial dispatch decision. Any

decision vhich moves a unit from one fire house to another (to provide

better coverage) is called a relocation decision.

Fire Department Solutions

The basic dispatch and relocation decision structure is contained

in the alarm assignment card. For each of the approximately 14,000

alarm boxes in the city there is one alarm assignment carJ. The first

line on the card lists the closest three engines and two ladders to

that alarm box. The dispatch policy depends to some extent on whether

the alarm is received directly from the street box or by telephone.

If the alp- is received by street box the Fire Department policy is

in general to dispatch as many of the closest three engines and two

ladders as are available. If at least one engine and one ladder onl

the first line are not available, the closest available engine and

ladder are dispatched. Thus street box alarms receive at least one engine

and one ladder and at most three engines and two ladders. For teleph,..;

alarms, the Fire Department dispatcher attempts to dispatch what is

reo-.`eu.

If all of the units on the first line of the alarm assignment card

are working at the incident and more units are needed, the Chief in

charge will ask that a second alarm be transmitted. The alarm assign-

ment card specifies the additional units to respond as well as the

relocations to be made to replace some of the units dispatched to the

fire. As the fire escalates, additional "higher alarms" may be trans-

mitted and additional relocations specified. The assumptions underlying

the relocations specified is that only one major inrident "• taking

place at the same time.

When the alarm assignment card was devised and up until the

recent past, the dispatch and relocation rules used were adequate.

When the alarm activity is low, sending the closest units and sending



three engines and two ladders makes sense, as there is little reason

to look at the effect on the future of the unavailability of these

units. However, as the alarm rate increases, there is more need to

do so, and doing so may result in alternative and improved rules.

Alarm assignment relocations were also valid in the past. Then, the

assumption that only one major fire is taking place at any time was a

good one, and because of the relatively low alarm activity, there was

no need for relocations other than in response to higher alarms.

Finding Better Policies

The heart of the Institute work in deployment is a simulation

model [3], which represents fire operations in one *orough, the Bronx.

Incidents requiring different numbers of tmits are generated according

to a Poisson process while units are placed at their actual locations.

If fcwer units than are required are dispatched to an incident, the

additional units needed are dispatched when the first irriving unit

reaches the scene. The simulation allows us to test alternative

deployment strategies by measuring the response time of each piece of

equipment dispatched to an incident.

An example of the applicability of the simulation model is given

by its usefulness in recent Fire Department la.or negotiations. In

response to the increase in company workload, the unions were asking

for the addition of new companies, while Department management offered

as a solution a reduced response policy to street box alarms (e.g.,

dispatching exactly two engines ane one ladder to each alarm). The

unions objected, claiming such a policy wouild result in a degradation

of response time.
We LebLc Pa," Opt~iu,, IL th-, fc 1-.11-o,,, results: Adding com-

panies resulted in a much lower improvement in workload than was

expected. This was due to the fact that the ad('itional units served

to "fill out" responses, that is, on the average more units responded

to each incident than previously. Reducing response (sending two

engines and one ladder) resulted in improvements in time to first and
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second engine and time to first laduer but degraded somewhat the time

Zo third engine and second ladder.

We then tested a third option (which subsequently was adopted),

namely, reducing response, ýnd adding a few additional units but only

during the nighttime or high-demand period. The result was a substan-

tial reduction in the number of responses per unit (workload). In

addition, response time was improved for each arriving piece of q uip-

ment , including time to third engine and second 1,';',,r. In other

words, during busy periods and after adding a few units, wt! funldl the

*,,R-'.at surprisine result that it is uttttr to' stnd the secuni 1 .ddxr

and third engine after Lhe first uniL nas arrived, if they •r, :k<,I.r

rather than attempting to dispatch thre.: illg, , and tw. laiJ r ,

ill alarms. In effect, by sending less we get c.rc, a r,.sult • .: •P1ai;a ,:

by,' the increased availability of units under such a pcliicy. Thus, the

new policy resulted in a reduction of wk:rkload and better service.

Traditionally, the Fire Department always dispatches the closest

units to each alarm. The result of an analytical model developed by

Carter, Chaiken, and Ignall [2] shows that such a policy does not

always minimize response time.

Consider any area served by two companies, A and B. Draw a line

connecting the two companies and then draw the perpendicular bisector

of that line. Any alarm occurring to the left of the line is closer

to one company, A, while all other alarms are closer to B. Assume that

the set of points clcser to A is a high alarm rate area while the -

closer to B is a low alarm rate area. Assu-.I Liat an alarm is received

a" 9-"e? poil.L X within A's area but close to the dividing line.

According to the closest unit policy, A would respond to the alarm at

, u. a .assuze L!ýt whilp A is huiv annthcr- alarm o-,,rs--and since

the alarm rate is higher in A's area it is more likely to occur in this

area--at some point Y to the left of X. Since A is unavailable, B

responds to the alarm at Y. Clearly, if we had sent i1 to the first

dlarm near the boundary and saved A for the second alarm, a reduction

in total response time would have been achieved. Thus, shifting the
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boundary line to thle left results in an improvemenit inl response time.

In add it ion,* since A is in a h igh demand area, it a I SO resuILtS ill ;I

bal incing of the workload between tile two companies. fiht-Se I-LS1, Its

art forrmal ly developed in tite Carter, Chaiiken, and lgliial I paper [21

CUIl I GAT IONS

The Deployment prOblIem .inj fth al Iarm p to cte5ýil) pgrobl Iem inl tile-

Curimunicat ions Off ice are c use lv related. I t shoiO I 1) beClýI .arli th~

anyi time saved between when a unit is a iat td.1*vt~-n it irrivvzs

onl the scene may be offset Imc de] ilvibtwe L! mv "ilpt or tht, ialar!

andi c the dispatch or u11i11 ts .an Arl c-t Ii LtO J-pi OV::-ieLt , ii! a.* am:: ý L.-

;.; : LCM tr des r-. tv ea r k!"' I 0ý I- I11t oy r I. I: it t- 1,11

tilt i nc rease ini ilI,i rr i tiv i t v.

The alarm processing 1procevduire COTI is et s ciaI i aLI vx o: a1 1u::1 ret el to u vlg

nddispatch ceccis ion-makinvz, and we repre~se-nt "hiis Sva tern IV dens'

d rfuic i-s tage (queut.-ing mond'- - Afte r extafsiv i t a II Lc t i on Anld I(I-U

.itt i g for eacih ope rat ion in tiepo-o, ~p te tnIa l i

run to determine the di spatci;ing t i me I o r va ry i Ilg a I iarm; ra teus, tha ti,

the time from alarm receipt Until its t rausmissloll to F ire ileparinenti

units. The results sh wed that tilt- e-xpectedI dispatchting time incrmeases

slowly until about twei ty-f lye a larT-s per IIlour . At that point tile' curve

becomes more steep, increasing to over three minutes at thirty 11,armNs per

hour and rising to approximately eitevve minutes at thirty-fi ve a I ar, s per

hor. Fil re;ý'tlt -'is part-IL-lar.v sinfcn In at te tme of the

analysis in the borough of Brooklyn the alarm rate Uiir inlg t)uLSY i perio d

was approaching the steep part of tilt- curve.

From the analysis, it was clear that thle diffic-ultv was at thle

second stage of thle process, the decision-making, pkint. This was due

to the existence of a single channel at the pOint---docisions !,eing

made essentially one at a tii,, ii;' -. 'Pr........."sikem. Inl addition,

the expe.-ted decision time increases as a function of the number of

active incidents in the field. Thle primary reason for this is thit
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the dispatch decision becomes more difficult as the number of units

unavailable increases.

Given this bottleneck, improvements may be made by reducing the

decision-making time (for example, by providing better unit status

information oy means of digital status reporting from the field) or by

adding a second-stage channel. The latter may be accomplished by

dividing the borough into two parts, with a separate decision-maker

responsible for units and alarms in each half. This notion was tried

and proved to be successful. In fact, during a particular test 27 alarms

were dispatched in 30 minutes and 43 alarms in one hour, more than had

ever been accomplished before. A difficult puriod of implementation

began (perhaps the subject for another paper) resulting in the instal-

lation of the new procedure in the Brooklyn office.
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